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PRE

While no one really knows the number of orphans worldwide, a 
common estimate is 147 million.  These children represent one of 
the greatest humanitarian tragedies of our time even as their plight 
fails to receive as much attention as natural disasters or wars.

147 MILLION ORPHANS: MMXI-MML is the first book-length 
haybun poetry collection.  A “haybun” is a combination of hay(na)ku 
and other text. The hay(na)ku (http://haynakupoetry.blogspot.com)  
is a 21st century diasporic poetic form; its core is a tercet-based 
stanza with the first line being one word, the second line being two 
words, and the third line being three words.  

For these haybun, the opening hay(na)ku tercet generally served as 
impetus to the subsequent prose. Each word forming the hay(na)ku 
tercets is taken from a school project by Eileen R. Tabios’ adopted 
son, Michael.  After arriving in the United States, Michael had been 
encouraged to learn English in 8th grade partly by learning 25 new 
words a week.



MMXI

lawsuit

unreasonably quotas

prior abduct script

No. Raising damp lashes, you never raised a trembling hand—

you never asked to be abducted into existence from a god’s idea or 
some gaseous implosion where no planets yet existed.  But—

against whom would you file a lawsuit for wearing the same five 
outfits every week?  The same hand-me-downs on 23 female
“unnatural twins”—the other commodities in your house. Against 
whom would you file a lawsuit for a torture’s conclusion: a “home” is 
not a street address?  A kind family invited you for a vacation.  On 
your last day together, the mother bought you a dress you’d 
admired in a window—how it shimmered beneath its spotlight!—
ruby taffeta, gold sash belting the waist into a generous bow, puffed 
sleeves edged with tiny quadrilateral mirrors.  Against whom would 
you file a lawsuit for the stunned look on her face when, mere 
minutes later, you sadly advised she not pack that dress into the 
history-stained backpack you would take back to your street 
address?  “They take dresses like this,” you explained, fingers lightly 
touching a plushness alien to your senses, “and put them into a 
room for special occasions.” Against whom would you file a lawsuit 
for your whispered betrayal of an enforced secret, “But at the 
orphanage, there are never any special occasions”? 

Against whom would you file a lawsuit for the bruise you self-
inflicted when you raised a knuckle to threaten a drop into remaining 
interior for the world has never been hospitable to your tears?  
Against which author, false god, or chemical reaction would you file 
a lawsuit for the script that determined the beginning steps—

this wabi-sabi base to your life?



MMXII

knucklehead

weekend weekday

reacquaint vessel insubordinate

To learn his new language, the adoptee was charged with learning
25 English words a week during the schoolyear.  Each new word 
spilled from the wet graphite tip of a knife. “Weekend, weekday”—
such common terms, such common concepts.  To the adoptee, the 
two words at first were a sifting of gravel for more gravel.  
Revelation was hard-fought, only to camouflage its rewards too well
—comprehending the significance of sun versus moon was another 
blow from a belt’s brass buckle that refused to remain a lost 
memory.  In an orphanage, time is relevant only if a future is 
acknowledged. For such acknowledgement, desire must come to 
transcend selfishness—almost impossible among those owning 
nothing, especially their fate.  For an orphan, the dog’s point of view 
suffices: the present is all that matters, especially when it lacks the 
fist, the empty plate, a rotgut bottle’s cap as toy, the alley as 
bedroom.  Or so the orphanage staff believed—

when the boy whose intellect dwarfed his body started hurling rocks 
through the dim windows of the orphanage, he was not defining
“knucklehead.”  If a vessel with its hidden hole loses its base, how to
contain, hold, embrace … anything in flux like liquids or emotions or 
identity or the degradation of the word “consequence” into
“punishment”? How to trust in the passage of time to offer the 
possibility of possibilities?  That adoption commences a progression 
will not dilute the pain of how each new word must be gained 
through bodily cutting as if to live a bad poem’s dictum: to feel is to
hurt. How to trust that a metaphor need not be a lie?  What a 
knothole—this interior of a fist! This classroom of negative space…!



MMXIII

television

screening insightful

prescient melancholy evasive

If you were a sleeping bird in Madagascar, a certain species of moth 
might drink your tears through a fearsome proboscis shaped like a 
harpoon. They’d insert their tools beneath your eyelids.  They would 
drink avidly.  You were a rapt presence as you met this species 
through the grainy television screen used to babysit hundreds of 
orphans.  After the television darkened, no genius would be required 
to explain your prescient conclusion: you will attempt to evade too 
much in this life, you will fail, there is no other life.  You, sadly, will 
come to prefer silk, even polyester, doppelgangers to roses that 
otherwise would shrivel.  Your insights will always arise from the 
sheen of rain-drenched pavements. For example, that one can 
weep without the aid of nightmares—that one can weep in the most 
safe haven, or even the small heavens that still and do manage to 
pock-mark our mortal planet.  



MMXIV

regurgitate

bake jargon

laconic nefarious dainty

She remained grateful, even when the celebrity couple edited the 
only gift she could give her child: a name. The darkness revealed a 
stench of copper and dirt—it worsened to form a man. The darkness 
revealed a dagger.  The darkness revealed a hand duct-taping her 
lips as her body was invaded as if it contained missiles.  The 
darkness lifted to reveal Awasa, a town in southern Ethiopia,
seemingly as it was before a night began and ended into someone 
else’s story. She named the consequence, “Yemsrach”—she named 
the consequence as if the infant was always intended.  She named 
the baby “Good News.” She became the gift renamed “Zahara.” Her 
name is Mentwabe Dawit—she will kiss tabloid pictures of Angelina 
Jolie.  Her child who bears the names of two different stories is no 
longer malnourished. Her child has ceased dying.  Her child is now
proactively living, with laughter no stranger. Her name is Mentwabe 
Dawit—the daughter of another woman who defied their culture 
where rape is taboo for all participants.  Certain details must be 
named to be plucked out of the silence camouflaged as background 
to someone else’s story.  What is the name of the mother who 
continued to love her daughter after a rape? The mother who 
counseled her daughter to continue living despite the world they 
inherited versus chose—what is her name?  (Someday, Zahara will 
want to know.) The mother who would not let Mentwabe Dawit’s 
body become a civil war—what is her name!    

     



MMXV

quibble

malignant integrate

limp conceptualize prioritize

To remember a father’s fist against a mother’s cheek is to integrate 
the malignant into myocardium.  Short-term memory is a temporary 
activation of neural connections that can store incidents for mere 
seconds. Short-term memories become long-term through 
continued recall and associations that change the nerves’ physical 
structure.  The adoption therapist is eager for hir continued 
attention.  But isn’t the adoptee simply protecting his body?   Long-
term memory bases its existence on biology.  The adoption therapist 
brushes away my parental concern as a quibble.  Adoption is an 
industry, as commercial as the polyethylene commodities traveling 
on ship tankers from China with no regard for carbon footprints. Yes,
one can leave footprints on water.  Recall Jesus.  And how his 
father counseled adoption as the camel’s key for passing through 
the needle’s eye.  I became a mother through someone else’s more 
than one person’s loss.  I see the rose and feel the thorn.  I cannot 
protect my sons and daughters.  But they will be sons and 
daughters: I give them the Word, and the word is the non-harrowing
—and even delicious!— “Mom”!  I feel the thorn and see the rose:
the crown that, when worn, begins a bleeding so lyrical it most 
assuredly will move the most addicted bees to leave their sodden 
Queen.



MMXVI

cantaloupe

lynch wild

mob intolerable beliefs

To introduce “ethics” to the Lord of the Flies is to bare one’s back to 
more than one whip’s flagellation.  Au contraire, the latest studies 
show adoptees do not suffer from a lack of self-esteem.  He 
deserves no less than the universe, he still insists long after his 
bedroom became an alleyway between stacked toys, comics, sports 
paraphernalia and other items I do not know because they were 
stolen. Another study reveals that over 91% of adolescents 
understand the value—the honor!—of honesty.  But one-third of 
these sages cheat on school exams.  You are explaining this to your 
adopted son who survived for 16 years what might kill you in 16
hours.  You explain that ethics is the most difficult “Life Lesson” to 
learn because what is good is not synonymous with what gives an 
advantage. Unexpectedly, he decides to be kind enough not to 
laugh—his politeness only serves to let loose a whip for another 
crack.  Where flies lay their eggs, manners were debased to source 
yet other forms of camouflage.  You fear the weight of the large 
knife in your hands as you cut a melon in half. You urge him to eat 
more so he can grow past years of malnutrition.  You eat more of 
the melon, too, for its savory flesh and its desired coolness against 
your tongue—only to feel more cracks from the whip: how the 
melon’s slipperiness reminds that the feral can never be embraced 
because the feral will not be held.  The feral as a bubbling volcano 
chilling with its undeniable orange heat.



MMXVII

endowed

faith catapulted

perplexed coddle pamper

The one who has never been coddled was informed she would be 
adopted and she cried out in response, THANK YOU SO MUCH!  
We mothers hate hearing this story—no child should learn to be 
grateful for an effect of loss.  Yes, we can understand why she is 
grateful.  But no child should learn to be grateful for an effect of loss.  
This is but one example of how perplexity can be the most 
appropriate reaction. Her new mother told her the family would take 
her on a vacation.  She asked for a camera—perhaps what can 
unfold will become real for her only when affirmed by photographs,
objects she can touch and recover.  She’s learned at too young an 
age that memory is fragile and lapses too often to desire.  Because 
my faith has not yet betrayed, I see her easily in my mind’s eye:
frolicking on what could be a Hollywood movie set of beige sand 
blue water green mountain a grove of palm trees, looking back 
frequently at her new Mom to grin, carefully tip-toeing around the 
delicate sea creatures laid on sand by an ocean calmed from 
witnessing her eager joy, looking back frequently at me.  As I call 
out, Be careful.  Have fun.  Yes, it’s all lovely.



MMXVIII

mortgage

repertoire pantomime

origin Harlequin Judy

Karma sucks. A lot lies behind the new edict: You are not allowed to 
use these four words around your family: whatever (cue snotty 
tone), Stupid!, Shut. Up.  Adoption is like marriage: faith is bestowed 
upon some mortgage but the honeymoon inevitably betrays.  One 
example: the one who is eager to learn but cannot be taught.  So 
eager to please to retain the remaining shard of identity, she must 
always interrupt a teacher to exclaim variations of It’s exactly like 
something else I once learned on my own.  The “on my own” might 
not be articulated but is implicit.  She wore raspberry-colored shorts 
topped by a camisetta with spaghetti straps—in any other context,
her outfit (edged in raspberry lace as well) would be charming.  
Please observe how a mime’s repertoire inevitably bores.  
Something, after all, made clowns lose their smiles.



MMXIX

basis

puppet polyethylene

Neapolitan beefy entirely

Her beloved’s gaze consistently misses 100% reciprocation with her 
earnest eyes.  The puppet is half flesh, half plastic.  The challenge 
is to determine which of the moveable parts would find it impossible 
to arch: the beefier the belly—any expert in bioenergetics would tell 
ya!—the healthier the mind!  He observes the suffering of another 
child without making a move towards it.  Yet if he sees a happy baby 
he becomes its closest planet.  Whatever I have asked of him, I 
know with as much certainty as befits a psychopath that such task 
was quite … modest.  O my heart feeling the impending stroke—I 
am trying to avoid saying the obvious to you: my son is afire and I 
with all the water of the Sierras fauceting through my fingers cannot 
help him cannot help him cannot help him



MMXX

scenario

unsaturated orchardist

unclothed anechdotist anachronistic

…remains an orphan.  Due to silence.  She cannot utter the word
“Mom.”  Somewhere, a lily unfurled to reveal a red pistil so 
passionate a camera can reconfigure it into a lipstick named
Alejandra .  Since the petal forever hides it from possible views, it 
might as well be named Wound.  Alejandra remembers her 
childhood and says adamantly with a moue of her adultly plump lips,
“I don’t miss it.”  Yet she cannot articulate a doorway into a future
she believes is healthy but which she cannot desire.  I understand:
the adoptive parent can never be joyful over lessons attained 
through a child’s loss.  Damn those lilies and their hidden penises.  
Damn those lies and the sunlit parallel universes so baldly 
cancelled.  Damn those sterile orchards.  Damn those anecdotes 
that can never satisfy.  Damn how silences become solids. Insert 
the phrase: STILL TO BE EDITED.  Entonces, damn those second-
guessings to no avail, where every gesture is a moment of 
nakedness. Thus, fragile



MMXXI

unicyclist

administered semblance

nobility allowing hobnobbing

I blog the positive energy but there is darkness without which nature 
is not authentic. I blog the smiles but not the tears hobnobbing as 
learning a new language means giving up the illusion of control of 
course it was an illusion: children are rarely in control. I do not blog 
the copious flow over how the division symbol in the West is the 
reverse of her birthland's—and mine though I did not weep over 
reversing that childhood assumption because it had no connection 
to survival. I always blog my amusement to hide a history of 
abuse. Such a lovely child—the first time I saw her I saw a future
"Miss Universe" and determined then to make sure she'll be 
shooting goals instead of cheering others. Soccer. Ah, soccer—
she loves futbol! She always makes the long, corner shot. But 
when she has to move (to defend herself or to attack), she notes 
without understanding what she reveals: a ball always missing its 
target. How to demolish her walls of various semblances without 
fragmenting her nobility? How to encourage motion with all its 
attendant risks?  Of course I only blog the positive energy and you 
reply with silence—she is the would-be unicyclist.



MMXXII

cleroy

plague itinerant

coenzyme vagabond harass

Your desire to please me led you to learn my tongue. You did not 
know to judge the promiscuity of my language—it even insists on 
poetry after the concentration camps expulsion of 147 million 
orphans. That there is no Paradise is irrelevant.  You focused on the 
hollow of my neck—the permanence of its perfumed Welcome!
whenever a shadow harasses your eyes and you need nothing less 
than maternal embrace.  Tell me as many words as you learn even
especially the vagabonds: cleroy, schmeroy…the words themselves 
do not matter.  Poetry is not words, and I gladly coenzyme you in 
Chanel No. 5 song as we celebrate what your future will not become
(even as it foretells that 147 million is merely a square root):
itinerant.



MMXXV(A)

coral

dyslexias cycle

befallen delirious ludicrous

Time is ever a cycle.  Whilst a piece of coral equals mere snapshot.  
Time is always a cycle as if no dyslexias exist.   And perhaps no 
dyslexias exist if nature is nature and who is anybody to second-
guess?  What’s a two-headed cat when identity is ever in flux?  
Well, the poet second-guesses because a poet can fall into this 
avocation that breeds the delirious as well as the ludicrous—some 
call them “angels.”

We accept what we do not know, even label them “angelic.”  
Delirious.  Ludicrous.  We have plummeted so low we cannot 
fathom that this, too, is simply cyclical.  We have stopped breathing 
in our speed towards what sages consistently counsel to avoid in 
unending iterations of encyclopedias.  We shall be stopped by that 
seductive reef known by natives as The Grand Anonymous—a 
luminous body, but for what?  When one pink shard shall pierce a 
vital organ, shall our last thought be on its magnetic beauty?  Did we 
know enough to anticipate the serrated, sharp edges of desire?



MMXXVI(A)

frugal

thrifty merely

mayoralty mailers mulberries

Frugal with words, he will utter as his last word: “Mom…”  Unsure at 
this stage whether the word will end with a period or a question 
mark.  Meanwhile, the mayor’s staff is mailing out baskets of 
mulberries—the campaign season is equal to Christmas!  
Hallelujah!  He recalls the indifference of shopkeepers to a hungry 
child skulking among their garbage bins. Given his experience equal 
to World War II deprivations, there is no logic to his behavior 
unfolding as the opposite of thrift.  No, he wants filet mignon not 
spam.  No, he wants more shoes than Imelda ever stole instead of 
saving for a college education.

A college education?  Mere metaphor for future.  He was trained to 
live in the present as that is all that he is guaranteed to have.  He 
does not even have a past.  If he did, he would acknowledge how 
adoption matters. He is so frugal he will live a life always adverbed 
by “merely”…



MMXXVI(B)

frugal

thrifty merely

mayoralty mailers mulberries

He is different. He knows broken laces are not a reason to buy new 
shoes. “I just need new laces.” A prosthetic becomes his new right 
arm. Today he plays tennis, baseball, tag football … 

… he was not merely thrifty. His motivations were royal though 
birthed from difference.  “Sweetie, it’s okay,” a new mother 
whispers. “We are all I am different, too.”

Later, watched lovingly by Mom, he spoons mulberries from 
generous cream, unaided, whole …

… Some breaks are merely hidden. But the wabi sabi vase is not 
only more luminous, it is stronger once repaired. And its ruptures 
are not proudly but transparently presented to the world.

Many adoptive parents feel: I didn’t save a child.  A child saved me
…



MMXXVIII

moan

rape speedy

priest hedges behalf

Religion can be easy to judge. Was a continent raped? Did a 
mountain moan at what was witnessed from above? Did a father 
punch me? To such questions, did a priest hedge … speedily?  Only 
a poet can speak on my behalf and that, too, is a tragedy.  You look 
at my body, therefore, you hedge your vision—one normally does 
that with elements like scars. The phrase “survivor’s guilt” is an 
oxymoron. Who truly survives experience? My missing limb was not 
necessary for me to have felt the blow, the cut, even the intensity of 
inexplicable hatred.

All points must be belabored to the orphan (just ask the adoptive 
parents) and the gifted among them must only add to their burden—
my cousin Greg, Ph.D. in education, says strict parenting cannot 
work with most gifted children who must have freedom to learn the 
world on their own terms.  Adoption experts always counsel 
adoptive parents to provide strict guidance to newly-adopted 
children, especially those coming from orphanages.

If it was not my choice to be birthed, whose was it?  The priest,
indeed, should have replied—speedily!—“God.”  That he hedged 
only adds to sorrow.  Have I already mentioned the rising walls in 
the future against the cheeky rises of my desires?  One need not be 
gifted to know that human is animal but not vice versa.  Unless a 
vice was first committed.



MMXXIX

benefit

chimed unison

dwindling startled analysis

They do not know to be startled when adoption is presented as a 
benefit.  Perhaps decades later—if they survive the ensuing years—
when they stumble on a mirror that reflects the ghosts of blood 
ancestors, they will utter what they did not know to chime as 
children: This relationship begins with loss.  If they become poets,
they might add, “Redress” is not synonymous with “benefit.”

Ensuing years—oh, poetry is so not worth the dwindling …



MMXXX

By j/j hastain

humming

subtle petite

oath amenable deception

The reeds were frozen into it because the river was entirely frozen.
There was a buzz that could be observed by many senses and this 
was noticed. The buzz left a yearning in the body of a boy. The boy 
wanted so desperately to lay in the river when all he could do was 
lay on it. He tried to explain this to his adoptive parent. Resting his 
scarred hand on the frozen river he attempted to indicate his 
ravenous appetite for contact: not only atop of, but the grope of 
within. “When I get what I need it is like rushes in my organs,” he 
says, perhaps too young to even know how to state his feelings in 
so precise of a way but able to do so anyway. There are organs 
within desire: oat-like, fibrous, bran in the body. As this boy tries to 
indicate his body he feels bran in his glands.

Filial infanticide is not the same in regard to humans as it is in the 
more general sense with non-human animals. In human infanticide,
there is often a preferential delineation made between biological 
sexes. This one will be killed but that one will not. Patriarchal culture 
is what causes that preference. Patriarchal acculturation is not 
natural to a spectrum that could ever be shared between humans 
and animals. A Hanuman Langurs eliminates the infants of the 
species because they represent what ( in the group or clan) existed 
before it did; what in the memory of the other monkeys would 
remain a threat to the Hanuman Langurs’ reign or embodiment as 
the group’s new core.

If an adoptive parent can be a mode for emancipation perhaps a 
father and a mother can both treat their adopted child by way of 
sincere and matriarchal methods.



Do the nipples of the female members of the Hanuman Langurs 
group fizz and spittle while their young are being eliminated before 
their own eyes? Do they ever reach out a thick hand to help in the 
elimination and secretly do so for the sake of making the little,
necessary deaths of their offspring less painful for their offspring
(and therefore for themselves)?



MMXXXI

By Tom Beckett

forbearance

objective partiality

partisanship slander scrimmage

Either orphans can or can’t, will or won’t be found.  Foundlings are 
chords or sometimes grace notes. Listen: at the scene of the rhyme,
in the tangled fullness of the skein of time, there are ones lying to 
and with one another.  Either orphans can or can’t, will or won’t be 
found.  Foundlings are chords or sometimes grace notes.  



MMXXXII

By Patrick James Dunagan and Ava Koohbor

prohibit

conception tolerate

aback abroad abash

lilt amnesia lit bed morning. “I would choose to be anonymous. Who 
cares who wrote it?” (Harry Partch) Do you think Partch was a good 
lover? All hands, no doubt. Double the instinct wooden blinds scene 
of streets I cannot see to breathe… serenade of dreams interrupted 
by sirenade of streets, fuck Masonic!   eee  eee  scree  all 
through the day. Wooden blinds see witness the street of San 
Francisco at her feet. Ey baba neighborhood rushes appearing all 
within, round, about. I cannot see to breathe. Pavement thick as 
anything, dense with thought. As nobody sees tears of a fish but for 
ocean so spilling around cars, top of trees awash with sharks—
Corso’s Italian vision of cities a-swarm with sharks. Heads of 
Society sometimes fart, sometimes shit, and sometimes refuse pass 
Gun Control! Foolish pride strips the city of charms. “Man listen to 
that! I wish I could play that good… everybody puts in his own 
personal style, of course. If he doesn’t, then he just ain’t a 
musician.” (Eubie Blake) All this bullshit coming out from both above 
and below solidly coating civilization all over can’t hide whiff of the 
hint of flooded corridors surrounding. Sacrifice is not the same as 
killing you’ve got the rituals all wrong. Evolution done fucked you up,
kid. No longer kid, ain’t no joke. No more than cloud is cloud. Having 
been up in the shit. Suddenly one’s dreams slide off, or so they say,
Reality hitting the streets in the heat circling, another satellite in 
orbit. Bit by bit, another body, another alphabet by alphabet lost 
among cycles of continents rubbing up ‘gainst each other, ‘gainst 
any and all comers. Bunch of words: center, union, selflessness.
Give me a bunch of flowers, they’ll at least last the week. Taste that 
smell, how it bowls me over. Blast me another, sick ocean throws up 
dead fish dumped sewage from every myoclonic jerk. Only thing 
makes you free of fear is fear. Dive in.



MMXXXIII

By John Bloomberg-Rissman

Haybun of Orphans

abate
heuristic Cole
coil abhor acme accrued

aardvark aardwolf aaron aback abacus abaft abalone abandon 
abandoned abandonment abandons abase abased abasement 
abash abashed abate abated abatement abates abattoir abattoirs 
abbe abbess abbey abbeys abbot abbots abbreviate abbreviated 
abbreviates abbreviating abbreviation abbreviations abdicate 
abdicated abdicates abdicating abdication abdomen abdomens
abdominal abduct abducted abducting abduction abductions 
abductor abductors abducts abe abeam abel abele aberdeen 
aberrant aberration aberrations abet abets abetted abetting 
abeyance abhor abhorred abhorrence abhorrent abhors abide 
abided abides abiding abidjan abies abilities ability abject abjectly
abjure abjured ablate ablates ablating ablation ablative ablaze able
ablebodied abler ablest abloom ablution ablutions ably abnegation 
abnormal abnormalities abnormality abnormally aboard abode 
abodes abolish abolished abolishes abolishing abolition abolitionist 
abolitionists abomb abominable abominably abominate abominated 
abomination abominations aboriginal aborigines abort aborted 
aborting abortion abortionist abortionists abortions abortive aborts 
abound abounded abounding abounds about above abraded 
abraham abrasion abrasions abrasive abrasively abrasiveness
abrasives abreast abridge abridged abridgement abridging abroad 
abrogate abrogated abrogating abrogation abrogations abrupt 
abruptly abruptness abscess abscesses abscissa abscissae 
abscissas abscond absconded absconder absconding absconds 
abseil abseiled abseiler abseiling abseils absence absences absent 
absented absentee absenteeism absentees absenting absently
absentminded absentmindedly absentmindedness absolute 
absolutely absoluteness absolutes absolution absolutism absolutist 
absolutists absolve absolved absolves absolving absorb absorbed 



absorbency absorbent absorber absorbers absorbing absorbingly 
absorbs absorption absorptions absorptive absorptivity abstain 
abstained abstainer abstainers abstaining abstains abstemious 
abstemiously abstemiousness abstention abstentions abstinence
abstinent abstract abstracted abstractedly abstracting abstraction
abstractions abstractly abstracts abstruse abstrusely absurd 
absurder absurdest absurdist absurdities absurdity absurdly 
abundance abundances abundant abundantly abuse abused abuser 
abusers abuses abusing abusive abusively abusiveness abut 
abutment abutments abutted abutting abuzz aby abysmal abysmally 
abyss abyssal abysses acacia academe academia academic
academical academically academician academicians academics 
academies academy acanthus acapulco accede acceded acceding 
accelerate accelerated accelerates accelerating acceleration 
accelerations accelerator accelerators accelerometer 
accelerometers accent accented accenting accents accentuate 
accentuated accentuates accentuating accentuation accept
acceptability acceptable acceptably acceptance acceptances 
accepted accepting acceptor acceptors accepts access accessed 
accesses accessibility accessible accessing accession accessions 
accessories accessory accidence accident accidental accidentally 
accidentprone accidents acclaim acclaimed acclaims acclamation 
acclamations acclimatisation acclimatise acclimatised acclimatising 
accolade accolades accommodate accommodated accommodates
accommodating accommodation accommodations accompanied 
accompanies accompaniment accompaniments accompanist 
accompany accompanying accomplice accomplices accomplish 
accomplished accomplishes accomplishing accomplishment 
accomplishments accord accordance accorded according
accordingly accordion accordionist accordions accords accost 
accosted accosting accosts account accountability accountable 
accountancy accountant accountants accounted accounting 
accounts accra accredit accreditation accredited accrediting 
accredits accreted accretion accretions accrual accruals accrue 
accrued accrues accruing accumulate accumulated accumulates
accumulating accumulation accumulations accumulative 
accumulator accumulators accuracies accuracy accurate accurately 
accursed accusal accusals accusation accusations accusative 
accusatory accuse accused accuser accusers accuses accusing 
accusingly accustom accustomed accustoming ace aced acentric 
acerbic acerbity acers aces acetal acetateacetates acetic acetone 
acetylene ache ached aches achievable achieveachieved 
achievement achievements achiever achievers achieves achieving
aching achingly achings achromatic achy acid acidic acidification 
acidified acidify acidifying acidity acidly acidophiles acidrain acids 



acknowledge acknowledged acknowledgement acknowledgements 
acknowledges acknowledging acknowledgment acknowledgments 
acme acne acolyte acolytes aconite acorn acorns acoustic 
acoustical acoustically acoustics acquaint acquaintance
acquaintances acquainted acquainting acquaints acquiesce 
acquiesced acquiescence acquiescent acquiescing acquire 
acquired acquirer acquirers acquires acquiring acquisition 
acquisitions acquisitive acquisitiveness acquit acquited acquites 
acquits acquittal acquittals acquittance acquitted acquitting acre 
acreage acres acrid acrimonious acrimoniously acrimony
acrobat acrobatic acrobatics acrobats acronym acronyms across 
acrostic acrostics acrylic acrylics act acted acting actings actinides 
action actionable actions activate activated activates activating 
activation activations activator activators active actively actives 
activism activist activists activities activity actor actors actress 
actresses acts actual actualisation actualise actualised actualities 
actuality actually actuarial actuaries actuary actuate actuated 
actuates actuating actuation actuator actuators acuity acumen 
acupuncture acupuncturist acupuncturists acute acutely acuteness 
acuter acutest acyclic adage adages adagio adam adamant
adamantly adapt adaptability adaptable adaptation adaptations 
adapted adapter adapters adapting adaptive adaptively adaptivity 
adaptor adaptors adapts add added addenda addendum adder 
adders addict addicted addiction addictions addictive addictiveness 
addicts adding addition additional additionally additions additive 
additively additives addle addled addles addling address 
addressability addressable addressed addressee addressees
addresses addressing adds adduce adduced adduces adducing 
adelaide aden adenine adenoid adenoids adenoma adenomas 
adept adepts adequacy adequate adequately adhere adhered 
adherence adherent adherents adherer adherers adheres adhering 
adhesion adhesions adhesive adhesiveness adhesives adhoc
adiabatic adiabatically adieu adieus adieux adios adipose adit 
adjacency adjacent adjacently adjectival adjective adjectives adjoin 
adjoined adjoining adjoins adjourn adjourned adjourning 
adjournment adjourns adjudge adjudged adjudges adjudicate 
adjudicated adjudicates adjudicating adjudication adjudications 
adjudicator adjudicators adjunct adjuncts adjure adjust adjustable 
adjusted adjuster adjusting adjustment adjustments adjusts adjutant 
adlib adlibs adman admen admin administer administered
administering administers administrate administrated administrating
administration administrations administrative administratively
administrator administrators admirable admirably admiral admirals
admiration admire admired admirer admirers admires admiring 
admiringly admissibility admissible admission admissions admit 



admits admittance admittances admitted admittedly admitting admix 
admixture admonish admonished admonishes admonishing 
admonishment admonition admonitions admonitory ado adobe 
adolescence adolescent adolescents adonis adopt adopted adopter 
adopting adoption adoptions adoptive adopts adorable
adorably adoration adore adored adorer adorers adores adoring 
adoringly adorn adorned adorning adornment adornments adorns 
adrenal adrenalin adrenaline adrift adroit adroitly adroitness adsorb 
adsorbed adsorption adulation adulatory adult adulterate 
adulterated adulterates adulterating adulteration adulterations 
adulterer adulterers adulteress adulteresses adulterous adultery 
adulthood adults adumbrate adumbrated adumbrating advance 
advanced advancement advancements advancer advances 
advancing advantage advantaged advantageous advantageously 
advantages advent advents adventure adventured adventurer 
adventurers adventures adventuring adventurism adventurous 
adventurously adverb adverbial adverbs adversarial
adversaries adversary adverse adversely adversities adversity 
advert adverted advertise advertised advertisement advertisements 
advertiser advertisers advertises advertising adverts advice advices 
advisability advisable advise advised advisedly adviser advisers 
advises advising advisory advocacy advocate advocated advocates 
advocating adze aegean aegina aegis aeolian aeon aeons aerate 
aerated aerates aerating aeration aerator aerial aerially aerials 
aerify aerobatic aerobatics aerobe aerobes aerobic aerobically 
aerobics aerobraking aerodrome aerodromes aerodynamic
aerodynamically aerodynamics aerofoil aerofoils aeronaut 
aeronautic aeronautical aeronautics aeroplane aeroplanes aerosol 
aerosols aerospace aesop aesthete aesthetes aesthetic 
aesthetically aestheticism aestheticsy afar affability affable affably 
affair affairs affect affectation affectations affected affectedly 
affecting affection affectionate affectionately affections affective 
affects afferent affidavit affidavits affiliate affiliated affiliates affiliating 
affiliation affiliations affine affinities affinity affirm affirmation 
affirmations affirmative affirmatively affirmed affirming affirms affix 
affixed affixes affixing afflict afflicted afflicting affliction afflictions 
afflicts affluence affluent afflux afford affordability affordable afforded 
affording affords afforestation afforested affray affront affronted 
affronts afghan afghani afghans afield afire aflame afloat afoot 
aforementioned aforesaid aforethought afraid afresh africa african 
africans afro afros aft after afterbirth aftercare aftereffect aftereffects 
afterglow afterlife afterlives aftermath afternoon afternoons 
aftershave aftershocks aftertaste afterthought afterthoughts 
afterward afterwards aga again against agakhan agape agar 
agaragar agave agaves age aged ageing ageings ageism ageless



agencies agency agenda agendas agendums agent agents ageold 
ages agglomerated agglomerating agglomeration agglomerations 
agglutinative aggravate aggravated aggravates aggravating 
aggravation aggravations aggregate aggregated aggregates 
aggregating aggregation aggregations aggression aggressions 
aggressive aggressively aggressiveness aggressor
aggressors aggrieved aggrievedly aghast agile agiler agility aging 
agings agio agitate agitated agitatedly agitates agitating agitation 
agitations agitator agitators agitprop agleam aglow agnostic 
agnosticism agnostics ago agog agonies agonise agonised 
agonises agonising agonisingly agonist agonists agony agora 
agoraphobia agoraphobic agouti agrarian agree agreeable 
agreeableness agreeably agreed agreeing agreement agreements
agrees agribusiness agricultural agriculturalist agriculturalists
agriculturally agriculture agrimony agrochemical agrochemicals 
agronomist agronomists agronomy aground ague ah aha ahead 
ahem ahoy aid aide aided aidedecamp aider aiders aides 
aidesdecamp aiding aids ail aileron ailerons ailing ailment ailments 
ails aim aimed aimer aiming aimless aimlessly aimlessness aims 
aint air airbase airborne airbrush airbus airconditioned
airconditioner airconditioning aircraft aircrew aircrews aire aired
airfield airfields airflow airforce airframe airframes airgun airier
airiest airily airiness airing airings airless airlift airlifted airlifting
airlifts airline airliner airliners airlines airlock airlocks airmail
airman airmen airplane airplay airport airports airraid airs airship
airships airsick airsickness airspace airstream airstrip airstrips 
airtight airtime airwave airwaves airway airways airworthiness 
airworthy airy aisle aisles aitches ajar akimbo akin ala alabama 
alabaster alacarte alack alacrity aladdin alanine alarm alarmed 
alarming alarmingly alarmism alarmist alarms alas alaska alaskan 
alb albania albany albatross albatrosses albeit albinism albino 
album albumen albumin albums alchemical alchemist alchemists 
alchemy alcohol alcoholic alcoholics alcoholism alcohols alcove 
alcoves aldehyde aldehydes alder alderman aldermen aldrin
ale alehouse alembic alert alerted alerting alertly alertness alerts 
ales alfalfa alfatah alga algae algal algebra algebraic algebraical
algebraically algebraist algebras algeria algerian algiers algorithm
algorithmic algorithmically algorithms alias aliases alibaba alibi alibis
alien alienate alienated alienates alienating alienation aliened 
aliening aliens alight alighted alighting alights align aligned aligning 
alignment alignments aligns alike alimentary alimony aline alined 
alines alining aliphatic aliquot aliquots alive alkali alkalic alkaline 
alkalinity alkalis alkalise alkaloid alkaloids alkanes alkyl all allay 
allayed allaying allays allegation allegations allege alleged allegedly 
alleges allegiance allegiances alleging allegorical allegorically 



allegories allegory allegri allegro allele alleles allelic allergen 
allergens allergic allergies allergy alleviate alleviated alleviates 
alleviating alleviation alleviations alley alleys alleyway alleyways 
alliance alliances allied allies alligator alligators alliterate alliterated 
alliterating alliteration alliterations alliterative allocatable allocate 
allocated allocates allocating allocation allocations allocator 
allocators allophones allot allotment allotments allotrope allotropic 
allots allotted allotting allow allowable allowance allowances allowed 
allowing allows alloy alloyed alloying alloys allude alluded alludes 
alluding allure allured allurement allurements allures alluring 
alluringly allusion allusions allusive alluvia alluvial alluvium ally 
allying almanac almanacs almighty almond almonds almost alms 
almshouse almshouses aloe aloes aloft aloha alone aloneness
along alongside aloof aloofness aloud alp alpaca alpacas alpha 
alphabet alphabetic alphabetical alphabetically alphabets 
alphanumeric alphas alpine alps already alright also alt altar 
altarpiece altarpieces altars alter alterable alteration alterations 
altercate altercation altercations altered alterego altering alternate 
alternated alternately alternates alternating alternation alternations 
alternative alternatively alternatives alternator alternators alters 
although altimeter altimeters altitude altitudes alto altogether 
altruism altruist altruistic altruistically alts alum aluminium
aluminum alumni alumnus alveolar alveoli always am amalgam 
amalgamate amalgamated amalgamates amalgamating 
amalgamation amalgamations amalgams amanuensis amass 
amassed amasses amassing amateur amateurish amateurishly
amateurishness amateurism amateurs amatory amaze amazed 
amazement amazes amazing amazingly amazon amazons 
ambassador ambassadorial ambassadors amber ambergris 
ambiance ambidextrous ambience ambient ambiguities ambiguity
ambiguous ambiguously ambit ambition ambitions ambitious 
ambitiously ambivalence ambivalent ambivalently amble ambled 
ambler ambles ambling ambrosia ambulance ambulances ambulant 
ambulate ambulatory ambuscade ambuscades ambush ambushed 
ambushers ambushes ambushing ameliorate ameliorated 
ameliorates ameliorating amelioration amen amenability amenable
amend amendable amended amending amendment amendments 
amends amenities amenity amenorrhoea amens america american 
americans americium amethyst amethystine amethysts amiability 
amiable amiableness amiably amicability amicable amicably amid 
amide amidships amidst amigo amine amines amino amir
amiss amity amman ammeter ammeters ammo ammonia 
ammonites ammonium ammunition amnesia amnesiac amnesic 
amnesties amnesty amniotic amoeba amoebae amoebic amok 



among amongst amoral amorality amorist amorous amorously 
amorphous amortisation amortise amortised amount amounted
amounting amounts amour amours amp ampere amperes 
ampersand ampersands amphetamine amphetamines amphibia 
amphibian amphibians amphibious amphitheatre amphitheatres 
amphora ample ampler amplification amplifications amplified 
amplifier amplifiers amplifies amplify amplifying amplitude 
amplitudes amply ampoules amps ampule ampules ampuls 
amputate amputated amputating amputation amputations amputee 
amputees amuck amulet amulets amuse amused amusement 
amusements amuses amusing amusingly an ana anabolic 
anachronism anachronisms anachronistic anachronistically 
anaconda anacondas anaemia anaemic anaerobic anaerobically 
anaesthesia anaesthetic anaesthetics anaesthetise anaesthetised 
anaesthetising anaesthetist anaesthetists anagram anagrammatic 
anagrammatically anagrams anal analgesia analgesic analgesics 
anally analogical analogies analogise analogous analogously 
analogue analogues analogy analysable analyse analysed analyser
analysers analyses analysing analysis analyst analysts analytic 
analytical analytically anamorphic ananas anaphora anaphoric 
anarchic anarchical anarchism anarchist anarchistic anarchists 
anarchy anathema anatomic anatomical anatomically anatomies 
anatomist anatomists anatomy ancestor ancestors ancestral 
ancestries ancestry anchor anchorage anchorages anchored 
anchoring anchorite anchors anchovies anchovy ancient anciently
ancients ancillary and andante andes andrew androgynous android 
androids anecdotal anecdotally anecdote anecdotes anechoic 
anemia anemic anemone anemones anergy aneroid aneurysm 
aneurysms anew angel angelic angelica angels angelus anger 
angered angering angers angina anginal angioplasty
angle angled anglepoise angler anglers angles anglian anglican 
angling angola angolan angolans angora angoras angrier angriest 
angrily angry angst angstroms anguish anguished anguishes 
angular angularity anhydrous anil aniline animal animals animate 
animated animatedly animates animating animation animations 
animator animators animism animist animists animosities animosity 
animus anion anionic anions anise aniseed aniseeds anisotropic 
anisotropies anisotropy ankara ankle ankles anklet anklets anna
annal annals anneal annealed annealer annealing annex 
annexation annexations annexe annexed annexes annexing 
annihilate annihilated annihilates annihilating annihilation 
anniversaries anniversary annotate annotated annotates annotating 
annotation annotations announce announced announcement 
announcements announcer announcers announces announcing 
annoy annoyance annoyances annoyed annoyer annoyers 



annoying annoyingly annoys annual annualised annually annuals 
annuities annuity annul annular annuli annulled annulling annulment 
annuls annulus annunciation anode anodes anodised anodyne 
anoint anointed anointing anoints anomalies anomalous
anomalously anomaly anomic anon anonym anonymity anonymous 
anonymously anonyms anorak anoraks anorexia anorexic another 
answer answerable answered answerer answering answers ant 
antacid antacids antagonise antagonised antagonises antagonising 
antagonism antagonisms antagonist antagonistic antagonists ante 
anteater anteaters antecedent antecedents antechamber
antedate antedates antedating antediluvian antelope antelopes 
antenatal antenna antennae antennas anterior anteriorly anteroom 
anthem anthems anther anthologies anthologise anthologised 
anthology anthracite anthrax anthropic anthropocentric 
anthropogenic anthropogenically anthropoid anthropological 
anthropologist anthropologists anthropology anthropometric
anthropomorphic anthropomorphising anthropomorphism anti 
antiabortionists antiaircraft antibiotic antibiotics antibodies antibody 
antic anticipate anticipated anticipates anticipating anticipation 
anticipations anticipative anticipatory anticlimax anticlockwise 
anticoagulants anticonstitutional antics anticyclone antidepressant 
antidepressants antidote antidotes antifreeze antigen antigenic 
antigens antihistamines antilope antimatter antimony antioxidants 
antiparticles antipathetic antipathies antipathy antipodes antiquarian 
antiquarianism antiquarians antiquaries antiquary antiquated 
antique antiques antiquities antiquity antiseptic antiseptics antisocial 
antistatic antisymmetric antisymmetry antitheses antithesis 
antithetic antithetical antithetically antitrust antiviral antler antlers 
antlion antlions antonym antonyms antral antrum ants antwerp anus 
anvil anvils anxieties anxiety anxious anxiously any anybody 
anyhow anymore anyone anyplace anything anyway anyways 
anywhere aorist aorta aortas aortic apace apache apaches apart 
apartment apartments apartness apathetic apathetically apathy ape 
aped apeman aperies aperiodic aperiodically aperitif aperitifs 
aperture apertures apery apes apex aphasia aphelion aphid aphids 
aphorism aphorisms aphorist aphoristic aphrodisiac aphrodisiacs 
apian apiaries apiarist apiary apiece aping apis apish aplenty
aplomb apnea apnoea apocalypse apocalyptic apocryphal apogee 
apolitical apollo apologetic apologetically apologia apologies 
apologise apologised apologises apologising apologist apologists 
apology apoplectic apoplexy apostasy apostate apostates apostle 
apostles apostolate apostolic apostrophe apostrophes 
apostrophised apothecaries apothecary apotheosis appal appalled 
appalling appallingly appals apparatchik apparatchiks



apparatus apparatuses apparel apparelled apparent apparently 
apparition apparitions appeal appealed appealing appealingly 
appeals appear appearance appearances appeared appearing 
appears appease appeased appeasement appeaser appeasers 
appeases appeasing appellant appellants appellate appellation 
appellations append appendage appendages appended appendices
appendicitis appending appendix appends appertain appertained 
appertaining appetiser appetising appetite appetites applaud 
applauded applauding applauds applause apple applecart applepie 
apples applet appliance appliances applicability applicable applicant 
applicants application applications applicative applicator applicators 
applied applier applies applique apply applying appoint appointed 
appointee appointees appointing appointment appointments 
appoints apportion apportioned apportioning apportionment 
apportions apposite apposition appraisal appraisals appraise
appraised appraisees appraiser appraisers appraises appraising 
appraisingly appreciable appreciably appreciate appreciated 
appreciates appreciating appreciation appreciations appreciative 
appreciatively apprehend apprehended apprehending apprehends 
apprehension apprehensions apprehensive apprehensively 
apprentice apprenticed apprentices apprenticeship apprenticeships 
apprise apprised apprising appro approach approachability
approachable approached approaches approaching approbation 
appropriate appropriated appropriately appropriateness 
appropriates appropriating appropriation appropriations approval 
approvals approve approved approves approving approvingly 
approximate approximated approximately approximates
approximating approximation approximations apricot apricots april 
apriori apron aprons apropos apse apses apsis apt aptest aptitude 
aptitudes aptly aptness aqua aqualung aquamarine aquanaut 
aquaria aquarium aquariums aquatic aquatics aqueduct aqueducts 
aqueous aquifer aquifers aquiline arab arabesque arabesques 
arabia arabian arabians arabic arable arabs arachnid
arachnids arachnoid arachnophobia arak araks ararat arbiter 
arbiters arbitrage arbitrageur arbitrageurs arbitral arbitrarily 
arbitrariness arbitrary arbitrate arbitrated arbitrates arbitrating 
arbitration arbitrations arbitrator arbitrators arbor arboreal arboretum 
arbour arc arcade arcades arcadia arcading arcana arcane arcanely 
arcaneness arced arch archaeological archaeologically 
archaeologist archaeologists archaeology archaeopteryx archaic 
archaism archaisms archangel archangels archbishop archbishops 
archdeacon archdeaconry archdeacons archdiocese archduke 
archdukes arched archenemies archenemy archer archers archery
arches archetypal archetype archetypes archetypical arching 
archipelago architect architectonic architects architectural 



architecturally architecture architectures architrave architraves 
archival archive archived archives archiving archivist archivists 
archly archness archway archways arcing arcs arctic ardency 
ardent ardently ardour arduous are area areal areas arena arenas 
arent argent argon argot arguable arguably argue argued arguer 
arguers argues arguing argument argumentation argumentative
argumentatively arguments argus aria arias arid aridity aridness 
aright arise arisen arises arising aristocracies aristocracy aristocrat
aristocratic aristocrats arithmetic arithmetical arithmetically arizona 
ark arkansas arks arm armada armadas armadillo armament 
armaments armature armatures armband armbands armchair 
armchairs armed armenia armful armfuls armhole armholes armies 
arming armistice armless armlet armlets armour armoured armourer 
armourers armouries armourplated armoury armpit armpits armrest 
arms army aroma aromas aromatherapist aromatherapy aromatic
aromaticity aromatics arose around arousal arousals arouse 
aroused arouses arousing arrange arrangeable arrangement 
arrangements arranger arranges arranging arrant arrases array 
arrayed arraying arrays arrears arrest arrestable arrested arrester 
arresting arrests arrhythmia arrival arrivals arrive arrived arriver 
arrives arriving arrogance arrogant arrogantly arrow arrowed 
arrowhead arrowheads arrowing arrowroot arrows arsenal arsenals 
arsenic arsenide arson arsonist arsonists art artefact artefacts 
artefactual arterial arteries artery artful artfully artfulness arthritic 
arthritis arthropod arthropods arthur artichoke artichokes article 
articled articles articulacy articular articulate articulated articulately 
articulates articulating articulation articulations articulatory artier 
artifice artificial artificiality artificially artillery artisan artisans artist 
artiste artistes artistic artistically artistry artists artless artlessly 
artlessness arts artwork artworks arty arum as asbestos asbestosis 
ascend ascendancy ascendant ascended ascendency ascender 
ascending ascends ascension ascensions ascent ascents ascertain
ascertainable ascertained ascertaining ascertainment ascertains 
ascetic asceticism ascetics ascorbic ascribable ascribe ascribed 
ascribes ascribing ascription ascriptions aseptic asexual ash 
ashamed ashamedly ashbin ashbins ashcans ashen ashes ashore 
ashtray ashtrays ashy asia asian asians asiatic aside asides asinine 
ask askance asked askers askew asking asks aslant asleep asocial 
asp asparagus aspect aspects asperity aspersion aspersions 
asphalt asphyxia asphyxiate asphyxiated asphyxiation aspic 
aspidistra aspirant aspirants aspirate aspirated aspirates aspirating 
aspiration aspirational aspirations aspirators aspire aspired aspires 
aspirin aspiring aspirins asps ass assail assailable assailant 
assailants assailed assailing assails assassin assassinate 
assassinated assassinating assassination assassinations assassins 



assault assaulted assaulting assaults assay assayed assayer 
assays assegai assegais assemblage assemblages assemble 
assembled assembler assemblers assembles assemblies 
assembling assembly assent assented assenting assents assert 
asserted asserting assertion assertions assertive assertively 
assertiveness asserts asses assess assessable assessed assesses 
assessing assessment assessments assessor assessors asset 
assets assiduity assiduous assiduously assign assignable 
assignation assignations assigned assignees assigner assigning 
assignment assignments assigns assimilable assimilate assimilated 
assimilates assimilating assimilation assist assistance assistant 
assistants assisted assisting assists assizes associate associated 
associates associateship associating association associational 
associations associative associatively associativity assonance 
assort assorted assortment assortments assuage assuaged 
assuages assuaging assume assumed assumes assuming 
assumption assumptions assurance assurances assure assured
assuredly assures assuring assyria assyrian aster asterisk 
asterisked asterisks astern asteroid asteroids asters asthma 
asthmatic asthmatics astigmatic astigmatism astir astonish 
astonished astonishes astonishing astonishingly astonishment 
astound astounded astounding astoundingly astounds astraddle 
astral astrally astray astride astringent astrolabe astrolabes 
astrologer astrologers astrological astrology astronaut astronautical 
astronautics astronauts astronomer astronomers astronomic
astronomical astronomically astronomy astrophysical astrophysicist
astrophysicists astrophysics astute astutely astuteness asunder 
aswan asylum asylums asymmetric asymmetrical asymmetrically 
asymmetries asymmetry asymptomatic asymptote asymptotes 
asymptotic asymptotically asynchronous asynchronously at atavism 
atavistic ate atelier atheism atheist atheistic atheistically atheists 
athena athens atherosclerosis athlete athletes athletic athletically 
athleticism athletics atlanta atlantic atlantis atlas atlases atmosphere 
atmospheres atmospheric atmospherically atmospherics atoll atolls 
atom atombomb atomic atomically atomicity atomisation atomised
atomistic atoms atonal atonality atone atoned atonement atones 
atonic atoning atop atrial atrium atrocious atrociously atrocities 
atrocity atrophied atrophies atrophy atrophying atropine attach 
attachable attache attached attaches attaching attachment 
attachments attack attacked attacker attackers attacking attacks 
attain attainable attained attaining attainment attainments attains 
attempt attempted attempting attempts attend attendance 
attendances attendant attendants attended attendees attender 
attenders attending attends attention attentional attentions attentive 
attentively attentiveness attenuate attenuated attenuates 



attenuating attenuation attenuator attenuators attest attestation 
attested attesting attests attic attics attila attire attired attiring 
attitude attitudes attitudinal attorney attorneys attract attracted 
attracting attraction attractions attractive attractively attractiveness 
attractor attractors attracts attributable attribute attributed attributes 
attributing attribution attributions attributive attrition attritional attune 
attuned atypical atypically aubergine aubergines auburn auction 
auctioned auctioneer auctioneers auctioning auctions audacious 
audaciously audacity audibility audible audibly audience audiences 
audio audiovisual audit audited auditing audition auditioned 
auditioning auditions auditive auditor auditorium auditors auditory 
audits auger augers augite augment augmentation augmentations 
augmented augmenting augments augur augured augurs augury
august augustus auk auks aunt auntie aunties aunts aupair aupairs 
aura aural aurally auras aurevoir auric auriculas aurora aurorae 
auroral auroras auspice auspices auspicious auspiciously aussie 
aussies austere austerely austerity austral australian austria 
autarchy auteur authentic authentically authenticate authenticated 
authenticates authenticating authentication authenticator 
authenticators authenticity author authored authoress authorial 
authoring authorisation authorisations authorise authorised 
authorises authorising authoritarian authoritarianism authoritarians 
authoritative authoritatively authorities authority authors authorship 
autism autistic auto autobahn autobahns autobiographical
autobiographically autobiographies autobiography autocracies 
autocracy autocrat autocratic autocratically autocrats autocue 
autograph autographed autographing autographs autoignition 
autoimmune automat automata automate automated automates 
automatic automatically automatics automating automation 
automaton automats automobile automorphism automorphisms
automotive autonomic autonomous autonomously autonomy 
autopilot autopsies autopsy autosuggestion autumn autumnal 
autumns auxiliaries auxiliary avail availabilities availability available 
availed availing avails avalanche avalanches avalanching 
avantgarde avarice avaricious avariciousness ave avenge avenged 
avenger avengers avenges avenging avens avenue avenues aver
average averaged averagely averages averaging averred averring 
avers averse aversion aversions aversive avert averted averting 
averts avian aviaries aviary aviate aviation aviator aviators avid 
avidity avidly avionics avocado avoid avoidable avoidance avoided 
avoiding avoids avoirdupois avow avowal avowals avowed 
avowedly avowing avulsion avuncular await awaited awaiting awaits 
awake awaken awakened awakening awakenings awakens awakes
awaking award awarded awarding awards aware awareness awash 
away awe awed aweless awesome awesomely awesomeness 



awestruck awful awfully awfulness awhile awkward awkwardest 
awkwardly awkwardness awls awn awning awnings awoke awoken 
awol awry axe axed axehead axeheads axeman axes axial axially
axillary axing axiom axiomatic axiomatically axiomatising axioms 
axis axle axles axolotl axon axons aye ayurvedic azalea azaleas 
azimuth azimuthal azores aztec aztecs azure baa baaing baal 
babas babble babbled babbler babblers babbles babbling babe 
babel babes babies baboon baboons baby babyface babyhood 
babying babyish babylon babysit babysitter babysitters babysitting 
baccarat bacchus bach bachelor bachelors bacilli bacillus back
backache

Without their sentences these words are orphans. Cole is my 
youngest grandson’s middle name.



MMXXXIV
By Jean Vengua

Tisket Tasket

cackle

hen ivy

origins necrology microcopies

Through the speakers her voice croons, a tisket a tasket I lost my 
yellow basket. Sunlight passes and waves from outside. A necrology 
walks in, says hello. Are you together? Caramel macchiato, please.
It be spring now. He cackles, a chicken in the rough, an orphan in 
the nest. Elvis, Elvis Presley…I’m all shook up and soon forgotten.
The cupcakes are frosted pink, white, and green, too soon, too 
soon…love is a spark, lost in the dark… Is this prose, or just a 
pose? Is the hen lost in the ivy? Cakes under glass await loving 
eyes, foreground a yellow wall and a line of bottled syrups: red,
orange, lemony, red, blood, cane sugar clear. Choices, choices. The 
barrista pours micro-copies of Italian sugar sops. In the corner, the 
roaster grinds exotic beans.



MMXXXV

thus

portico colonnade

column merchant bargain

…thus I zoomed to your birthland where we just discovered your 
sister with the same flesh and bruised past.  I had promised you our 
family’s expanse would never know the ruler’s edge.  But there was 
no bargaining, no forum for my “white savior complex.”

There was a portico.  There was a colonnade.  There was her pride 
more ancient than the most marble of columns.  She stood at an 
edge but she stood as straight as a flagpole. She stood and waved 
her own created flag—as resplendent as her cherry lipstick.

I crept back to where I began this journey, a merchant unable to 
calculate where profit and loss are impossible to quantify.  
Nonetheless, in the margins, there was a tiny scribble of the word
“relief” whose existence measured quite clearly my smallness.



MMXXXVI

By Michael Leong

nomadic

tribe savage

intricate complex thesis

We were born into a dowerless present, heirs of uninhibited civic-
spiritedness. On occasions an electric brightness would shoot out 
over the radioactive wastes of the earthly cytty in traceable lines 
assembled by an analogous but discontinued destiny. The wild and 
pharmaceutical path merged with a popular replacement image,
which awkwardly isolated the rise in echoed incense from original 
asylum. Manufacturers charred the captured mesh of crying 
isolates. In the western soulcase, research will be 
delayed. Distributing fuel, we know so little of flight. Like the 
category of “chance,” the thesis of oure enteric minds was cut from 
the very top of an impossible page.



MMXXXVII

By Thomas Fink

bully

sawing sophomore

wreck guilty wrist

Two nations divisible. Puberty's injustices. Feral. The wreck had 
been spawned in self-dyspepsia. Invisible to us. A witness saw 
compulsion at work. She could sever it from a notion of pleasure.
Swift enough, officers save the compulsive bull from graver guilt.
Will the other matriculate into a career of wrestling sophomoric 
curiosities?



MMXXXVIII

By Aileen Ibardaloza

exploit

wage recourse

stamina anguish blithe

He chose to define “exploit” as a “heroic feat.” Akin to “building 
islands,” and keeping parts of his rice farm flooded, so migratory 
birds can have a place to “feed and breed”—much like rest stops,
which he knew about. The same way he knew about seasonal 
movements, as he was once a migrant worker, itinerant, and 
dependent on periods of harvest and rest.

He has come to understand, however, that “exploit” can also mean
abuse misuse. For the sake of argument, there it is, in the form of 
garnished wages and recourse loans. Or the liquidation of assets 
gained over time (except those listed in Schedule C, such as
residence situated on a farm owned and operated by the farmer at 
the time of retirement; cash on hand, say, $37; savings account,
$263; checking account, $154; household goods, $2,000; pictures 
etc, $50; clothing, $330; and pension, for the sake of simplicity,
unknown). Consider the anguish brought on by death contracts and 
broken benches (etymologically, mortgages and bankruptcies).
Consider the required stamina.

Nevertheless, he still chooses to define “exploit” as a “heroic feat.” 
The same way he chooses to think of providing a safe haven for 
migratory birds an act of “adoption.” Until they are able to traverse 
the flyway—some to Alaska, in the spring, and others, to Patagonia,
in the fall. He thinks there is something redeeming in this, that is to 
say, the placing of someone else’s best interests before one’s own.
So he welcomes them each year, once in the spring, and once in 
the fall. Precocial creatures—short-billed, long-billed, black-necked,
strikingly blue-winged—seemingly free and blithe. Consider such 
feat, such effortless flight.



MMXXXIX

By William Allegrezza

the handles we use—handles as pine limbs swing out into the

season sold through with signs that are distributed, though

disjointed, among the daffodils.    

congenial

deficient desolate

dejection despondency disgruntled



MMXL

By William Allegrezza

disillusion

exuberant gratification

avid brusque concise

enough for a telling, a version of memory tuned to a time,

date, that is no more—a looking to place when place has eroded

or has been mowed for a new vision without anyone being

told inside.  i do not now even know how to describe when

it all became lost, but it is no more, and my voice is tired

of replaying the details.  



MMXLI

By William Allegrezza

demean

despicable emulate

evoke excruciating inaugurate

yes, you remember the hands behind pushing, the feel of the wall,

the taste of dust and fear, up against time, up against the moment

when you knew, just knew, you were about to unbecome before 
living—

with a face contorted, with lines dissipating.

even in the here, years later,

the feelings return in moments of shame to shame,

and the miles that we have run disappear before

the light opening in the doorway.   



MMXLII

By William Allegrezza

pour

pseudonym rebuff

resilient turbulent abrasion

i have been hiding behind the words, shifting them

on the table in front of you to reconstruct the lie, and

if you asked for the truth, i could only hand you a pile

of stories and tell you to search.  as it is, you do not

ask, and i fall into the deception as easily as into any

story.  and i toss the hulls into the pile as we continue

to talk.



MMXLIII

clad

rubbing corroborate

cursory dehydrate derive

Press paper against a street etching.  Rub graphite against the 
paper.  Your fingers feel the grit but … What does the rubbing 
corroborate?  Is not the souvenir of pain mere derivative of the 
authentic?  Entonces, let us not be cursory.  The parched will tell 
you, Avoid cladding us with words.



MMXLIV

By Sheila Murphy

electrify

endeavor gingerly

grimace gruesome inventory

Lane change lifts infection from the source, dilutes a coded pique.
Thus, shifts the frown, instills this day to come and stay, apart from 
fences that deflect a new way and hold tight to this right-sided 
roadway. A diminuendo of the venting, narrowly endured. I hear a 
voice report that she remained a child of the community, the many 
homes. A match to flower into pretty fire, thus loved no matter what.
Now wanted brightly as new snow.



MMXLV

By Michael Caylo-Baradi

Around The Merry-Go-Round

simulate

succumb surmise

anonymous anthology conjecture

Laughter bouncing in your little steps has expanded the backyard.
Green grass is not redundant anymore, and now has a way of 
flattening raised punctuations. You run into our arms, and lose 
ourselves in your expectations. Your eyes surpass how we imagine 
innocence to be, how it veils dissonance couples refuse to 
recognize. Potted rhododendrons below the kitchen window now 
refuse to recede in songs from another decade. Even petals of 
bougainvilleas seem to hear your giggles and flutter like wings 
unable to fly. Intransigence around the dining table now dissipates in 
your tears, or in words from us that clutter like something broken on 
the floor, soaking in spilled milk.

The tips of your toes, fingers, and tears devise notions of fragility 
that hush nights in sleepy rhymes. We become fables we read to 
you, the furry cloak of kings, smoothness of paper monsters,
sharpness of cackling godmothers, or the solemn glitter of 
impossibilities on vast icy oceans. We don’t want you to slay 
dragons, or rescue lost princesses unprotected. We’re still in the 
season of coronation, of indoctrinations, of immersions sturdy as 
inflatable boats we paddle for you on the shallow end of the pool.
Questions could ripple you to unknown shores without us, waters 
that fill footprints unable to submerge.



MMXLVI

By Michael Caylo-Baradi

Omissions from a Memoir that might be recycled in a novel

disposition

encompass extricate

generation guile imperative

(from Chapter 5: Eyes) Mirrors in this house cannot forgive console.
They want to reduce an image to its origins, to bone structures,
facial features, gestures.  They imagine maps, shores avoided in 
conversations, and elevate relegate me into fiction from other 
continents.  

(from Chapter 8: Rituals) So I’m not the summation of my parents’ 
eyes and nose, or their sense of the inevitable in weekends before 
an altar. Their proximity is contract. Their welcome frames my 
constitutions.  Origin is the intimacy of our prayers before meals, the 
echo of amens.

(from Chapter 10: Configurations) Smiles in a photograph hold 
absence, omissions. I restore phantoms in portraits, sneaky as 
breezes that levitate curtains and thoughts. They punctuate. They 
inspect my fictions, before pushing me to rest in fluid routines: the 
scrambled eggs, the traffic jams, the look at the taco stand, late 
dinners, all sinking in unwashed dishes.



MMXLVII

By Michael Caylo-Baradi

Quenching Lucio Vampiro

instill

impart craftiness

sly install insight

I let nights uncurl from the silence of leaves, where critters disperse 
sonic semaphores to perfect the night.  The slope of necks levitates 
expectations in the hollow of half-lit moons.  I thirst for language that 
jet from punctured solitudes, their history, memory, fragilities.  I 
breathe , sneak myself in their dreams, for the taste of rehashed 
melancholies.  I search not victims, but to liberate those entombed 
in phantoms unable to simulate flight, escape, transcendence.  As 
always, obstructed lineage purifies blood from the past.

On a future bio-pic, the shore must glimmer like overused cliché, the 
kind that twinkles in my eye, and the moral proclivities of my molars.
I am driving debonair in Prada sunglasses, holding its speedometer 
in laughter that accelerates the wind.  I feel my jaws crucified in a 
long wait, impatient as innocence.  A close-up shot on a cliff 
illuminates waves in my eyes, nothing tidal, or ceremonial. A wide 
lens would reveal lovers recycling a narrative before defamations.  
They could be notes in a score compressed in silhouette.  Notice 
how the alphabets in the closing credits dilute as color that stretches 
horizons on your lips.  



MMXLVIII

incite

arouse abet

wrest clad foreboding

Impossible to arouse forebodings when everything forebodes. Incite,
then wrest? Impossible to arouse forebodings when everything 
forebodes.  Like, he is clad in grayed rags and that means …

P.S. This theory is a first-world problem.



MMXLIX

generate

modify pivot prevalent

recur spontaneous abhor

Generate an orphan where a sentence is incomplete. Generate an 
orphan by editing the second line to delete “prevalent,” a word 
slipped though to disrupt the purity of the hay(na)ku tercet form.
These are moments generated by the imperfection of words.  But
“imperfection of words” is an oxymoron, just like “spontaneous 
abhor.” Does not Abhorrence always erupt spontaneously?  Well,
no , a human orphan with wide-open eyes materializes to reply.  
Have you seen the movies produced on orphans? Not when they 
point out that orphans are incomplete. But that orphans complete 
their identities by becoming serial killers.  And never with a bullet as 
that would be too clean. Say, a knife.  Better yet, a hatchet! The 
reader who is actually writing the narrative with questions pauses,
then wonders out loud, Are we digressing?  The orphan sniffs 
before it she dematerializes.  An echo returns to the reader’s room:
Only death can provide completion and the grammatical period is 
not synonymous with death.



A QUINTET FOR MICHAEL GERARD TYSON

(for Julio Olguin)



As an earnest young man, an orphan, [Mike] Tyson was 
preoccupied with origins and authenticity. Unlike Muhammad Ali, the 
young Tyson never staked any claims to radical American 
individualism. He didn’t boast of being “the greatest ever.” Even late 
in his career, after his crack-up, when his once-great skills had been 
replaced by threats to eat his opponent’s children, Tyson tellingly 
qualified his boasts: “I’m the best ever! There’s never been anyone 
as ruthless,” he said but then felt compelled to add, “I’m Sonny 
Liston! I’m Jack Dempsey!” He recognized his place in the hierarchy 
of tradition: an excellent copyist, not an original. At best, a perfect 
imitation. As he later put it, in an interview with the New York Times,
he was resigned to be “a fake somebody” rather than “real nobody.” 
To Tyson, the prospect of becoming a “real somebody” was never a 
possibility.

—from “Tyson Projected” by Avi Steinberg, n + 1, 29 June 2011



MMXXIII

hanker

hirsute pirouette

pyrites priest stock

Who becomes your non-pyrite priest? Mike Tyson who bulldogs his 
face under your chin, hidden fists crossing hooking the core that 
protects your spine, never mind the jab no need for feelers just 
punching a hairline away from knuckles breaking?  Or would it be 
Muhammad Ali dropping both protective fists to his side to expose 
his face to everything the universe hankers to throw at those who 
proclaim I am the best!?  Buy stock in the one who uses his face to 
hide threats? Or the one who exposes his face from supreme self-
confidence, nay, extreme delight!? If you have felt the fist of your 
own blood, you have uncontrollably pirouetted into the answer clued 
by yet another question: Tyson or Ali: who was the Orphan?

As for Beauty?  For the definition of “adoptable” is inextricably linked 
to what caused a thousand warships to flare across an ocean.  As 
for beauty?  Ask for beauty.  Ass for beauty. Tyson or Ali—is any bet 
more AAA-rated than not taking stock in who was not an Orphan?

And never drop your strong hand’s fist, lowering the barrier to 
expose your face unless you contain the genetics of a million 
warships, ever ready to slice water, ever ready to bludgeon air.



MMXXIV

alkali

alacrity lace

irrigates bound harbor

He chose one of nature’s most fragile creatures—the bird—for his 
lace harbor.  A “brute” cannot acknowledge lace directly.  With 
alacrity, he kisses his pigeons one at a time, each time a tiny heart 
beating against his extremely competent thumb.  Salt stains his 
kisses as he has never felt Muhammad Ali’s self-confidence.  
Among wise poets, it is known: to feel is to know.  When he 
proclaims, “I’m the best ever!” he denies the “I” and lapses to calling 
himself “Sonny Liston” and “Jack Dempsey.” As with most other 
orphans, his diction lacks alacrity.

His tattoos—they begin to hide his face.  No surprise, especially 
with his true voice as high-pitched as a middle school Valley Girl’s.  
Not that people listen to him.  They only tell him where and how to 
cross his fists.  Even his adoptive “father” once begrudged the time 
required for his GED education.  Even as he became more powerful 
than any elephant in the room, he followed orders before returning 
to a harbor painstakingly crafted with feathered creatures who’d 
learned to cherish his caresses.  Meanwhile, isn’t it so easy to be 
you!

They called him “The Baddest Man on the Planet”, unthinkingly 
layering further the redefinition of “orphan” into “bad.”  Let us 
release a more bountiful irrigation that would transcend the betrayal 
of his early years.  Let us start calling him his true name: Michael 
Gerard Tyson.



MMXXV(B)

coral

dyslexias cycle

befallen delirious ludicrous

“Genderqueer” is identity not bowed by normative definitions of
“man” and “woman.”  But Normal is just a button in my washing 
machine!  How can a baby be born and not be a child? When 
loosened from its reef, a fragment of coral is still … coral?  Mike 
Tyson said he’d cheated on every single one of his women—the 
dyslexic cycle of one betrayed by she whose canal felled him onto 
a world greedy for his worst.   But what do we know, truly, about his 
mother?  (I first typed “other.”)  Once, his boxing trainer poked a gun 
into his ear after he accosted a girl whose blood the trainer shared.
“Never,” the trainer insisted, “Never harm my family.”  She is my 
coral and you are a bumbling hammerhead shark.  Mike Tyson: not 
entirely ludicrous. For he would mature enough to observe: “Women 
today? They love me for my glossy furniture. And furs.”

Furs.  Yes, never forget the mink, the sable … Beauty pronounced 
only after the animals are gutted so that what once was coral turns 
into the most ludicrous green color shared by money and mold.  
Color, as ever, is an inevitable narrative.



MMXXVII

mealier

milliampere slouch

enameling comedy of art turbe

In the beginning there were no orphans. God created the sky and 
the earth to serve everyone a bounty of meals. The earth was 
empty and had no form. No slouch, God made the earth full—
replete!—containing all forms. Darkness covered the ocean,
enameling even what fluctuates into a basis for … Something, a 
basis solid enough to support the footsteps of both man and God 
and woman and trans, which is to say, also the ever-faltering steps 
of orphans, even when the latter were biased against recognizing
“His” existence.

When God’s spirit began to move across the water, all pre-creatures 
anticipated the between-ness of algebra. There would be art. There 
would be comedy. There would be bathos. There would be 
turbulence. There would be the boxer whose stare I first typed,
“star” would speed across a thousand yards until the knock-out 
would occur before the very beginning of that first jab. In boxing, the 
jab is not the goal but the set-up: the “pre” before the “face.”

In the beginning there were no orphans and yet their existence was 
pre-ordained. With the orphan’s mix of loss and desire, only then 
could the next sentence regarding Genesis surface: Then God said,
“Let there be light.”  As has been whispered within all indigenous 
cultures: Light requires cracks through which to slip through.  What 
history teaches: occasionally, Light doth sunders…



MML

CODA

wide

shrink affable

amiss despondent dejection

“Fight or flight syndrome”: The most common feeling the boxer will 
experience leading up to a fight—it is the brain telling you to run 
away to survive or stay and fight. It would rather you don't face the 
fear because survival is its main aim and there is more chance of 
this if you don't hang around. Adrenalin is released into the blood 
stream, getting you ready for action (this makes you stronger). You 
will sometimes feel sick and need to go to the toilet. You will get the 
shivers and sometimes stutter. Another name for this is FEAR.

“Eustress”: A type of stress that has a positive effect. The boxer will 
actually seek stressful situations and thrive on the feelings 
associated with them—they will get “fight or flight” but boxers use it 
to their advantage.

thin

expand angry

targeted joyful Joyful



SELECTED NOTES TO POEMS

MMXXIV

Bibliography: “Tyson Projected” by Avi Steinberg, n + 1, 29 June
2011 (http://nplusonemag.com/tyson-projected)

MMXXXIII

Note from John Bloomberg-Rissman:

The source for the haybun text is http://www.cse.msu.edu/~cse231/
PracticeOfComputingUsingPython/06_Dictionaries/SpellCheck/
ref.txt. Download Dept. of Computer Science and Engineering
(Michigan State University, Spell-Check dictionary).  

How I chose the source: I took all the words Eileen’s son was 
supposed to learn (or whatever he was supposed to do with them) 
and put them through a google search to see what might be made 
of them and all that came up were word lists ... and then it came to 
me that all of those isolated words are orphans in their way, that we
(words and people) all derive our meaning and significance from our 
ecosystems/contexts etc etc.

MMXXXVI

Note from Michael Leong:

The haybun was derived only from language found either in the hay
(na)ku provided or in definitions and quotations in the Oxford 
English Dictionary entry “orphan, n. and adj.”



MML

Bibliography: “Boxing Psychology” by Jamie Wadman, Art of Boxing
(http://boxingkent00.tripod.com/id4.html)
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eileen tabios … curated a very fine portfolio of haybun [hay
(na)ku married to prose] entitled 147 million 
orphans published in mark young's excellent journal
otoliths. the title refers to the estimated number of orphan 
children living in the world. the idea was to tap a few poets 
to engage with a school assignment, a list of 900 english 
words to be learned within a school year by tabios' adopted 
son.



the results are to this reader dazzling. tho tabios asks each 
poet to stick within the theme of orphans she allows for the 
flexibility required in order to make good writing. john 
bloomberg-rissman compels a very long list of words, the 
prose portion of his haybun, to be orphans without a 
sentence. while on the other hand, a collaboration between 
patrick james dunagan and ava koohbor, expands the 
theme to create a jazzy syncopation of urban wilderness. 
both are astonishing performances.

moving along to tom beckett's contribution is a tour de force 
of economy. his orphans refuse to be one thing or multiple 
things. they are guitar chords and sometimes grace notes. 

while sheila murphy writes of a single child. better is the 
music of the words murphy uses. they literally bounce on 
the tongue. 

    electrify
    endeavor gingerly
    grimace gruesome inventory

this hay[na]ku is, i think, part of the 900 word list. these are 
polysyllabic words with lots of vowels. they crash into 
utterance.

furthermore, jean vengua's piece is a tear thru the childhood 
song, tisket tasket.  vengua fuses two words in her hay
[na]ku that is surreal, comic and full of horror, hen ivy. 
those two words go so well together i think they can be a 
title for a book. 

these are a few of the gems found within this folio. nine 
bows to eileen tabios for making it happen. 

Thanks as well to my boxing trainer Julio Olguin for much 
philosophical discussion as regards boxing and enabling my body to 
experience the theory.



Last but not least, much love to Michael who is so good in English 
he even writes poems.  Thank you for sharing your words. If it 
needs to be said, this book is about 147 million orphans, not you 
who is a beloved son.
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